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DE\AELOPMENT AND TESTS OP A PITOMETER.
Although the Pi tot tube was somewhat developed as early
as 1730, it has found little practical use until recent years.
At present, its principal success is in measuring high vel-
ocities, and in most of the tests record ocl in vvliich low vel-
ocities were used, many difficulties wero encoun t ;r;3d . The
principal defect of the instrument for practical use lies in the
fact that , in all forms in use, as far as I can ascertain, un-
usual care is required to properly set the instrument, to obtain
readings that are correct, to avoid disturbances due to unobserv-
ed defects, and to Interpret intelligently results from the read-
ings that have been taken. To show the degree of accuracy that
has been obtained with various forms of the instrument, the re-
sults of a few of the more recent published tests are given.
Proffesors Gregory and Schoder at Cornell Uaivex"sit,y made num-
erous tests on a pitOiueter in their "r.tudies of the distribution
of velocities in a six- inch pipe anl the loss of head lue to
elbows of varying radius." The velocities usol ranged from 7 to
l7 feet per second and the results obtained with the pi tome tor
showed a maxiiaum error of Z'f^ and an average error of V%. The
instrument used had a single opening and the coefficient was found
to bo 1.00 within reasonable limits of error. In a thesis on
"The Calibration of the Cole-Plad Pitometer", G.L.Sawyer, Uni-
versity of Illinoio, '03, gives the results of tests on that
instrument with velocities up to 5 feet per second, in which ho
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gives a coefficient of O.no and a meximm error of 2.5r. In tests
made the next year {"Calibration of Pi tot Tubes." Thesis- Univer-
sity of Illinois. J.P.Peterson, 'C4. ) on a tube having a single
opening, the coefficient ofO.95 was obtained and the maxixnuiu error
was about 3%.
The object in starting the pi'osent, invecs tigatlon v/ns to
develop an instrument on the principle of the pitometer I'/hich
would be practical for measuring velocities of 'Vfttoi' in pipes.
It y;as hoped the instriiuient woulrl retain the accuracy of th3 pit-
ometor, that it would be simple in operation and equipped with
a commercial form of gauge which would read the velocity direct-
ly, and also that it v/ould eliminate the necessity of seriously
obstructing the pipe asjis the case in the use of the Disc and
Venturi me tors. The investigation v/as divided into two parts,
P.B.Baldwin and O.G.Hively undertaking the development of the
recording gauge and ths writer the pi tome tor itself.
The design herein describ3>l vns by Professor P.B.San-
born, who had previously experimented with the Pi tot tube and had
invented a nozzle piezometer on that principle. Por this plt-
ometer, he used two openings, one up-stream and one down-stream.
The object in having these two openings is that there may be added
to the pressure obtained by using only the up-stream one a small
amount due to a suction effect produced by the dos-vn- stream one.
Thus the registered head is increased and more accuracy is ob-
tained, especially for low velocities. The detail tracing on
page(2a) shows the instrument as first dosigfied and mado, the
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diiuensioTS ii red indicating changes made later.
The tiiin sword like blade offers very little resistance
to the flow of the water as it only extends to the center of the
pipe and its greatest width is 1/4 inch. The instrument t;iay be
screwed into a standard 3/4- inch tap in either a cast iron or
wrought iron pipe. A special form of corporat io-i coc3^ was con-
sidered, which would allow the blado to slide in an^ out, thus
en.ibling the same instrument to be used in various, sizes of pipe
and to be inserted and removed without stopping the flow of water
in the pipe. This would necessitate soi:ie means of determining
the exact position of the tube since the coefficient determined
is for the center of the pipe, and for the sake of simplicity,
adjustment was not attempted in the present design. For practical
use, hov/ever, the same instruhient should be capable of insertion
into various sizes of pipe, and to facilitate tJiis, two ucthods
are practicable. The corporation cock above mentioned may be ust>l
if a simple method of sotting it for Ufferont sizes of pipe is
devised, or a sleeve and nipple may be used, h.-^vinr- correct
lengths of sleeve for various sizes of pipe.
The instrument was first designed for a twelve-inch
pipe and several attempts were made to use it in a pipe of that
size, but consistent results wero not obtained. The maximum vel-
ocity in the twelve-inch pipe with ordinary pump speed was found
to be les3 than expected andin order to allow a wider range of
velocities, it was decided to move the instrument to a six-inch
pipe. This was accomplished by attncliin^- it v/itli a sleeve and
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nipole of correct length to brin^ the onrl of the tube to the cen-
ter of the pipe. In this position more attempts were inado to
test the device, most of which were rather unsatisfactory. At
times, apparoMitly correct results were obtained, but they could
not always be duplicated on succeeding trials and tho instrument
appeared to be erratic. So many difficulties were encountered
that it was hard to tell just what -caused the erroneous readings.
In order to make clear these difficulties, it i-dl ! bo nocessary
to describe the recording apparatus used.
The tests were made in trie Hydraulics Laboratory of
the University of Illinois. The sketch on page (la) shows the
apparatus diagram.,iatically . The water was drawn directly from
the 60- foot standpipe in the Laboratory and the Snow steam pump
was used to .aaintain a constant he;<d in the standpipe, the desiral
pressures being obtained by throttling the valve in the six -inch
pipe. The drawing shows the connection to the columns, "S" being
a board 20 feet long, graduated in pounds per square inch, on one
side for mercury and on the other for water and c?^rryin,:: the two
glass tubes, "N and "P", which contain mercury an.l water respect-
ively. "M" is a mercury pot, filled about half full of mercury
and placed at such an elevation that when no pressure is on it
the surface of the mercury is at the same elevation as the center
of the nozzles. Thus no pressure is exerted on the mercury ex-
cept th:it due to the flow of tlie water and the column stands at
zero when no pressure is on it. The connections are made by
l/4~inch pipe an;l rubber tubing, the taps into tho pi tome tor
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head being carefully bent, pieces of pipe, each of which carry two
valves and a drip. This arrangement was adopted for all import-
ant valves so that when the. valves are closed, the drip can be
opened to detect any leakage. The dischi^rge was obtained by means
of nozzles and for this determination it is necessary to kno'v t!ie
pressure at the base of the nozzle. For this purpose, a piez-
ometer ring was attached just back of the large nozzle and a pire
connection made witii tlie mercury and vjater column n., so that the
pitometer could be shut off and the total pressure in the pipe
read on one of the columns. . Connections were also made to the
experimenta' form of the recording gauge as shown in the drawing,
so that after determining the actual difference in pressure by
means of the columns, both sides of the pitometer could be opened,
the valve at "C" closed and the effect of that difi'erenco in press-
ure noted on the recording device.
It can be seen from the descri:;tion and sketch that the
piping system was long and rather complicated. It soop became ap^
parent thc^ some air wtis getting into the rarer, and j-1 though
later two blow-off valves ("H" and "H" on the sketch) were added,
there w. s alv/ays more or less uncertainty as to whether air in
the pipes did not cause some of the erroneous readings. Varia-
tions v/ere most noticeable when low pressures -•ere being used.
When the water column 'vas below the upper line of pipe, opening
the blow-off valve would empty the upper part of the pi, ing system
and the low pressure would either fail to force the water through
again or else force it so slowly that the r^jadings would not be
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consistent. For heads causins the columns to resistor v/ell above
the pipe line, however, the opening of the air cock would allow
any bubbles to escape and the readings were usually satisfactory.
Another hindrance to accurate reading of the columns
was the difficulty in obtaining an absolutely steady flow. The
columns always fluctuated more or less, apparently due t,o the pump
strokes. The axiiount of the fluctuation seemed too great, hov/over,
to be accounted for in this way when it is remembered that the
water v/as drawn from the standpipe through a pipe which had no
connection v/ith the one from the pump. Another possible cause of
the fluctuation, in the judgement of the writer, is tho fact tliat
in i-eaching the instrument the water is forced to turn three right
angles in a short distance and it whs evident from the whirling
of the stream hs it left the nozzle that those turns cause I a
rapid whirling back in the pipe. It seems possible that t!iis
might occasion a wave like velocity which wonld partir.lly account
for the action of the columns.
The greatest difficulty encountered, hoivever, v/as the
tendency for the small holes in the end of the pitometer to be-
come stopped up. The water seemed to contain a great deal of
cotton waste, which proved the most troublesome in this respect.
The presence of this waste as well as many other impurities was
due to the fact that the water in the laboratory is exposed for
long periods since after being used for experiments it runs into
an open sump from which it is pumpel up into the standpipe and is
used a^rain and again. A single throa.l of waste -ras often suffic-
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ient to stop the 1/lS-inch hole in the pitoinetor and render the
reading valueless. It was necessary to remove the instrumont
from the pipe to see whether the holes wei-e s tor red or not.
Several times when the readincs apparently showed one hole to be
stopped, the pito.aeter appeared clean and ocen when removed from
the pipe, but in such cases, it is probable that the obstructing
waste had been shaken off in moving the instrument. At other
times, when the holes appeared open, small particles of dirt ^nd
waste could be removed from the tube by insertins a wire. This
trouble shov/ed up so persistently that Frof. Sanborn had the holes
enlarged as shown in red on the tracing. This change, it was
thought, would decrease the tendency of the holes to become
stopped, and would reduce friction so that small changes in
pressure would be indicated more readily. It was also found more
practical to cut off the tube to 3 inchjs than to drill tho 6-inch
length.
After the holes in the tube had been enlarged and the
air cocks put in, the results obtained v/ere much better although
the vibration of the columns was not eliminated and the large
observational errors due to this cause made the results vary con-
siderably. In the experiments made, the difference in pressure
between the up-stream and down-stream side of the instrument was
not read directly, but the two pressures were read separately an-l
their difference taken. Pressures above eight pounds were read
on the mercury column and below that pressure the water column
was used, as the low pressures could thus be read more accurately.
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The pii-e in which the pitometer was insortecl lead to a set of
brass nozzles which were being calibrate! for thesis tests by
J.S.Stewart and C.E.McCool. For each head, eight readings were
taken and to avoid any confusion, they were alv/ays taken i-. the
same order. After the flow had becouie constant, valve^ "C" and
"D" were closed , "K" was opened and the pressure at the piezometer
ring was taken. Next, "D" was opened, "K" was closed, and the
pressure on the down-stream side of the pitometer was read. Then
as quickly as possible, "C" was opened, "D" w.^'S closed, and a
corresponding reading on the up-streaiu side was taken. Three
pairs of these readings were taken to eliminate observational
errors as much as possible and to check the first reading, another
determination of the piezometer pressure was then uicde. The moan
of each set of readings was taken as corroct except when one or
more readings were evidently greatly in ermr. In such cases,
either the erroneous one was discarded and s mean value determined
from the others or a new set was taken. The table of results
shows a partial record of the tests made. In all, a total of
64 runs were made by the author, but owing to the difficulties
mentioned above, many of these v/ei-e evidently unreliable. All
were plotted however and then all discarded except those falling
within 10'/, of the apparent mean. Those withir. that li.i.it are liere
recorded and the coefficient determined froj. them. It was intend-
ed to deteriuine this coefficient a little more accurately by means
of the recording device that was developol, but lack of time
prevented this.
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In order to keei e constant check on the results and to
know at all times whether the instrument wr-p v-orVln^ prorerly,
each result was calculated while the valve was bein^ changed and
the flow becomini^ constant under the new head. To do this, two
operations were used at first and later they were reduced to one.
A large blue print dianram Wi.s used to obtain the discharge in
gallons per minute from the piezometer pressure and a constant was
determined which would reduoo the discharge thus obtained to the
resulting velocity head in pounds per square inch. Later the
blue print became too badly worn for use and a single constant
was worked out for each size nozzle which would reduoo piezometer
pressure directly to velocity head. The nozzle -Usoharge fon.ula
in which G is the discharge in gallons per ..inute, c, the coo..ic-
ient of discharge for the given nozzle, D, the diameter of the
approach pipe, and p, the pressure in pounds per square inch at
the base of the nozzle. Using the values of c for
1- inch nozzle 0.99
2- inch nozzle 0.95)5
4'inch nozzle 1.00
the equation reduces to
G = 29.5Cyp for 1-inch nozzle
G = ll;v.5\/p for 2-inch nozzle
G = 532. O/p for 4 -inch nozzle.
To reduce the discharge in gallons per minute to velocity head,
four steps are necessary. The discharge may be changed to cubic
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feet per second by divicUns by V.'-t^ and also by 60. This discharge
divided by the area of a six-inch pife, 0.2006 siuaro feet, gives
the velocity at the pitometer in feet per second. From the well
known formula h - vV2g, the velocity head in feet may be ob-
tained by squaring the velocity and dividing by 64.32. This head
in feet then reduces to pounds per square inch by multiplying by
0.434. These constants reduce to 0.000 000 03 and the velocity
head is obtained from the product of this constant and the square
of the discharge in gallons per minute. Combining this in turn
with the discharge equation for each size of nozzle, the theoret-
ical velocity head for any pressure at the bbse of a given size
nozzle may be obtained by simply multiplying that pressure by
O.OCO 7£ for a 1-inch nozzle,
0.011 85 for a 2-inch nozzle,
0.236 for a 4-inch nozzle.
The observed head, as obtained from the difference in pitometer
readings, divided by the theoretical head gives the pitometer
coefficient. For the sake of completeness in the table given,
all the steps in the computation have been filled in. The coeffic
lent of velocity as given in Table II is the reciprocal of the
square root of the corresponding pitometer coefficient. This
may be shown to be the case, as follov/s. If v and h are the
actual velocity and velocity head, respectively, and v' and h'
the observed velocity and velocity head, v = ^f2gh and v' = V2gh'
.
If c is the coefficient of velocity, c = v/v' or fh/fh' . But
h' - kh, where k is the pitometer coefficient. Substituting
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this value of h' in the last equation, c = fh/fkh or l/fk,
Plate I shows the relation betweon the velocity and the
pitometer coefficient. The points markedVshow the results ob-
tained with a four inch nozzle and those markedVwere obtained
with a two inch nozzle, the heavy line showing the mean constant
value. It was hoped that for the sake of sii^rplicity the coeffic-
ient would prove to be a constant for all velocities, and the
plotted points prove this to be practically true. The weighted
mean of the points up to 10 feet per second is 1.362, from 10 to
20 feet per second, 1.3b75 and for the values obtainel above 20
feet per second, 1.342. This shows a slight decrease in coeffic-
ient as the velocity increases, but since it is so small, it may
be disregarded and the mean value 1.35 used for all velocities.
The allowable variation of 10^ from the mean in the pitometer
coefficients seems large but from Plate II, which shows the corre-
sponding coefficient of velocity plotted with the velocity, it is
seen that these coefficients only differ from the mean by a max-
imum amount of 5/.. Taking the weighted mean of the points below
10 feet per second, between 10 and 20 feet por second, and above
20 feet per second, the values are found to be 0.857, 0.863, and
0.865, giving a mean of 0.863. Thus the average varietion from
the mean is only 0.7^. This coefficient of velocity may be used
to correct readings-nnade with the instrument without the record-
ing gauge, or for use in calibrating the gauge. Plate III is
perhaps more convenient for such a case, however, as it shows the
observed velocity head, assuming a constant pitometer coefficient

(1^3)
Of 1.35, plotted with the velocity, so that for any observed head
the velocity may be read direct from the curve.
As wa- stated in the introduction., the pitouietor was
designed for coxumercial use and since siaplicity and practicabil-
ity were the objects sought, the degree of accuracy obtained
seems to oe sufficient for the purpose. When tho disturbing
features are eliminated as would be the case in ordinary use, it
is believed the pitometer would be nearly as accurate as the usual
forms of meter. In view of the fact, then, that this instrument
possesses the marked advantages over ordinary meters and over
other pitometars as discussed above, it should prove practical
for the measurement of water in pipes under a wide range of con-
ditions.
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